You’re Invited
5

To Join the
Math Maker Movement

5

When you create your own math, you forge a personal connection
to mathematical concepts and relationships.
And it’s fun!
Make up a math game, write a story or poem, draw a comic, or pose a problem.
Create math art, think up a challenge question, or write a puzzle.
Submit your math creation to the Student Math Makers Gallery,
and we’ll share it with viewers all around the world.
Want to see the math other students have made?
Visit tabletopacademy.net/math-makers.
Take a high-resolution photo of your creation
and of the signed legal permission form (next page).
For written-text math creations, you can save the file as txt, rtf, or pdf.
Upload them to a file-sharing service like Google Photos/Docs or Dropbox, and send the link to:
MathMaker@TabletopAcademyPress.com
Do not send photos or other attachments via email. We will not open them.
Or mail a copy of your creation and permission form the old-fashioned way to:
Denise Gaskins, PO Box 14, Boody, IL 62514 USA
Do not send the original item. We cannot return physical submissions.
We’d love to have you join us!

Denise Gaskins Math Makers editor
,

Math Makers Permission Agreement

I, _____________________________________ (“Licensor”), am the original creator (“Author”)—or legal
guardian of the Author, if underage—of the math submission(s) attached to this form (the “Selection”). I freely
grant to Denise Gaskins of Tabletop Academy Press (“Licensee”) all rights necessary to use the Selection as
specified below (the “Agreement”).
Selection Information:
Title or Description: _______________________________________________________________________
Author’s Given/First Name: ________________________________ Age (when Selection was created): _____
(Their personal, individual name, not the family name. For example, just write “Lisa,” not “Lisa Smith.”)

Author’s Home Country: ___________________________________________________________________
Publication Information: If the Selection is chosen for publication, it will appear on the following webpage
(the “Site”): Student Math Makers Gallery, initially hosted at tabletopacademy.net/math-makers.
The Selection may also appear in the following book (the “Work”): The Student Math Maker’s Anthology (title
tentative), edited by Denise Gaskins, to be published by Tabletop Academy Press.
Grant of Rights: Licensor grants to Licensee and Licensee’s successors and assigns the worldwide, perpetual,
nonexclusive right to reproduce and distribute the Selection in all editions of both the Site and the Work
and all derivative versions of either the Site or the Work, in all media now known or later devised, including
related products or promotional materials published and distributed in conjunction with either the Site or the
Work.
Warranty: Licensor warrants that he/she/they have the right to grant permission for the use of the Selection as
specified above and that the Selection does not infringe the rights of any third parties.
Credit: Editions of either the Site or the Work that include the Selection shall identify the Author by given/
first name, age, and country. No other identifying information shall be made public by the Licensee.
Sample: If the Selection is chosen for the Work, Licensee shall furnish upon publication one digital copy of
the Work (in all electronic formats available at that time) to Licensor at the email address provided below.
Miscellaneous: This Agreement may not be amended except in a written document signed by both parties.
If a court finds any provision of this Agreement invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement
shall be interpreted so as best to effect the intent of the parties. This Agreement shall be governed by and
interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois, United States. This Agreement expresses
the complete understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter and supersedes all prior
representations and understandings.
Licensor’s Signature and Contact Information:
Signature (Author or Legal Guardian): ___________________________________ Date: _________________
Printed Name: ____________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Permission Agreement—Plain English Translation

You (the student or legal guardian) are the “Licensor.” That means you created the math item and have the
right to control how it is used.
The “Selection” is your math game, story, poem, art, problem, puzzle, or whatever you are submitting.
You may submit more than one item.
You may also submit items more than once (but each time, be sure to include a new permission form).
Denise Gaskins of Tabletop Academy Press is the “Licensee” who wants permission to use your math creation.
Selection Information: We need this to give you proper credit for your creation. Please write neatly!
Give us the student author’s personal, individual, given name as you would like it displayed.
For privacy, DON’T include the student’s family name.
Publication Information: This describes the Student Math Makers Gallery website and the Math Makers book
in which we may use your math. We don’t promise to use every item submitted. But if there is a problem with
your creation (for example: a story that’s too long, a puzzle too vague, a drawing that won’t display well, or you
used a trademarked character), we’ll try to work with you to make it fit.
Grant of Rights: You give us permission to use your math creation on the Student Math Makers Gallery
website. We can also use it in the Math Makers book and in any related publications or materials, such as blog
articles or social media posts. If something happens to Denise, someone else (the “successors or assigns”) may
continue to use your math creation.
These rights are nonexclusive, which means you still own the math creation and can use it yourself or let other
people use it, too.
Warranty: You promise that the math is your own creation, not copied from someone else. It can be similar
to another math item you’ve seen (for example, many math puzzles are like folk stories that have been passed
down and retold for generations), but it cannot be an exact copy.
Also, DON’T use trademarked characters (such as Disney or Star Wars). Change their names and turn them
into general characters (like “a princess” or “a rogue starship pilot”).
Credit: We promise not to publish any private information except the student’s given name, age, and country.
Sample: If we choose to include your creation in the Math Makers book, then whenever it is published we
promise to send an electronic copy to the email address you provide.
Miscellaneous: Legal stuff, in case there’s ever an argument about our agreement.
Licensor’s Signature and Contact Information:
Your signature means you give us permission to use the math creation.
We need your email in case we have questions about your submission.
Your mailing address is a back-up form of contact. We don’t expect to send you anything by physical mail, but
who can tell the future?

